CANNABIS

Pineapple
Editorial by Jamie Toth
Pineapple is a pure sativa whose environment strongly dictates
whether it is perceived as an indica or a sativa. Don’t let the
terpene profile fool you – though myrcene dominates, 54
Green Acres’ Pineapple packs quite the sativa punch.
Pineapple has a pungent smell that gains a
slight diesel sweetness to it when ground.
We have been growing Pineapple at 54
Green Acres since 2017.

and stress headaches. It is an active high that would be a great
compliment to a wide array of fitness endeavors from a great
session of weightlifting to a refreshing, long walk.
The terpenes from our Pineapple strain are also
featured in our honey products. We produce
three varieties of raw honey from our 12
beehives. Our bees love our natural
wild blackberries which brings a
berry flavor to the honey that is
then further complimented by the
fruity flavors of our Pineapple
terpenes. This honey mixes well
with any tea, but is a real treat
drizzed over some yogurt with
fresh berries.

When you start to vape pineapple
at lower temperatures, the main
flavors are introduced in the low
temperatures and are so plentiful
that they stay through the end,
even for desktop vaporizers that
can vaporize indefinitely. This
is a great cannabis to use to
showcase a new Arizer Extreme
Q, because the flavors are so long
lasting, but there’s also enough
of a variance in the temperature
that you can demonstrate how you
can zero in on particular terpenes by
temperatures. . At lower temperatures,
the distinct pineapple flavor is first evident,
but also has a complex mix of green apples,
oranges, and cinnamon with a slight hint of pine.
For the middle range between 330 and 390, a
musky citrus flavor bursts into the scene, and
the vapor becomes very thick. There’s a slight
cinnamon after flavor in this range. If you go
into the high range of vaporization temperatures
(those below 451 Farenheit), you’ll encounter a
fresh, green tea flavor. If you smoke Pineapple
you’ll be treated to a fruity, sweet heavy smoke with spicy body.
Our phenotype of Pineapple produces an uplifted, creative high
that is great for problem solving, so if you’re trying to think your
way through a coding problem or are doing your daily sudoku,
this is a great companion for it. It has a head tingling buzz that
comes with it that is effective for treating many types of migraine

All of our cannabis is sungrown
on our Southern Oregon farm
where we grow our apples,
lettuce, and cannabis organically.
It’s watered from Sucker Creek, a
tributary of the Illinois. The property
has had water rights for the land
since 1882. To further demonstrate our
commitment to Certified Kind farm, which
means that all of our soil, nutrients, and
processes are organic and are as gentle to the
Earth as possible. We are re-certified every
year to ensure our compliance with the rigorous
Certified Kind standards that are as focused on
how cannabis is grown, in addition to its yield.
Certified Kind farms are focused on being Kind
to Earth, and Kind to Life.
In everything we do, from beekeeping to cannabis, 54 Green
Acres farm is dedicated to purely organic amazing results. We
work with the Earth and nature to do everything from control
pests, to flavoring our honey, to ensuring that our cannabis is of
the highest quality with the best flavor and most robust terpene
profile that Oregon’s Illinois Valley can offer.

Check us out on instagram to see
our latest photos and videos
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